
What Our RELO Clients Are Saying… 

Kym I.  (Seller)  RELO 

The selling of our house was hands down the best experience we have ever had. Jason is professional 

and knowledgeable, he works hard to make the experience fun and stress free for his clients. He kept us 

informed and up to date the entire time, we never even had to reach out to him because he had our 

questions answered before we even had them. I would highly recommend Jason and have told everyone 

I know about our terrific experience. We are so grateful to have worked with him! 

Mark E.  (Seller)  RELO 

Our first impression of Jason was he was genuine. He made us feel like he cared about helping us sell 

our home and didn't just give us the standard pitch that we felt other agents did. Jason is a great 

communicator. He kept us informed every step of the way and drove the buyers agents for status 

updates constantly. Jason was able to answer all our questions with confidence and explain the details 

clearly. We would definitely consider using Jason in the future. 

Christopher M.  (Seller)  RELO 

Jason did a great job throughout the listing and selling process. During the listing presentation he 

outlined the entire process of selling the home, what he would do to get it sold, and he and kept his 

word true to the presentation. He presented solid data to support a good listing price. I am very happy 

with the price and the short time on the market. He used great photography and marketing techniques 

to get the home listed in the appropriate places for a modern online presence. One major perk of 

working with Jason are his contacts in service industries such as cleaning services and general 

contracting to perform any work needed around the house. I found his recommendations to be honest 

and fairly priced. Having these contacts saved me the trouble of seeking out and vetting contractors on 

my own. This is a huge time and effort saver that is very welcome during relocation. 

Andre A.  (Buyer)  RELO 

Jason contacted us shortly after the referral was sent to him to find out the details on what we will be 

looking for and got down to business right away. Jason was sending us all the details on the properties 

available and helped us pick and schedule the houses to look at during our first trip. We met Jason in 

person around Thanksgiving last year and it took a lot of calls, e-mails and showings (plus 1 contract on a 

new construction that did not work out for us) before we finally found the house that felt like home. 

Jason was always very positive, helpful, knowledgeable, patient, and efficient. We had weekly updates 

on the home buying process which helped us being well informed on things to do/done/coming, etc. I 

should also mention Jason has a very good sense of humor that helped keep our spirits up during the 

whole home buying process. Once we started getting closer to the settlement the situation with the 

virus prevented me from flying to California as planned to be there for closing, Andre was not even able 

to go to the house for a final walk through and it was Jason who helped us out with getting smoothly 

through inspections, walk through and getting some useful info from the Sellers. We love the house and 

do believe we were very fortunate to buy it considering the current market situation. We appreciate the 

relocation company for sending a referral to Jason and very thankful and honored for having him as our 

agent. 

 



Todd E.  (Buyer)  RELO 

Jason is a very personable individual and was a pleasure to work with. He has a wealth of experience as 

a realtor and provided invaluable service throughout the home buying process start to finish. Jason 

would be the first and only individual I would recommend to anyone. 

Mary M.  (Seller)  RELO 

Jason was prompt, reliable, personable and professional. He kept me apprised of our progress every 

step of the way and was amazingly responsive. Best of all, he got my home sold in 3 hours--before the 

sign even went up! 

Brock G.  (Seller)  RELO 

Jason was proactive in helping me through the process, created a beautiful site and photo library and 

walkthrough for my home. When problems arose during the selling process (tree and fences getting 

blown over in multiple storms) he always had a solution and never forced me to make any decisions. He 

walked me through all my options and made sure I made the best choice for myself and was happy with 

my decisions. 

Omer S.  (Seller)  RELO 

Jason helped us sell our house in California during our relocation to Texas. He was very knowledgeable, 

gave value added input to help make decisions during the process and was using latest technology like 

cameras and web. Most importantly he was able to put it all together to get our house go under 

contract within a month of being listed. Thanks Jason for everything you did for us. 

Paul M.  (Buyer)  RELO 

I’m forever spoiled after having Jason Thoele as my most recent real estate agent. Jason was always 

available with quick replies via phone or text. He provided a detailed weekly status update on important 

due dates throughout the transaction, which took a lot of stress off of us. Jason went above and beyond 

to make sure our home purchase was super smooth and as stress free as possible. Anyone would be 

lucky to secure this guy as their agent. 

Elise M.  (Buyer)  RELO 

Jason was a fantastic realtor. We came out for a sight visit and only had a week to look at houses. Jason 

showed us +50 houses over the course of a week. He was extremely talented in making your thinking 

visible to help guid us in our decision making without influencing us. Will gladly work with Jason again. 

Scott H. (Seller)  RELO 

Jason was very knowledgeable of the local market he was able to help us what to expect while selling. 

He was very responsive to our questions able to give us valid advice. 

Brenda N. (RELO Consultant) 

Jason was a wonderful, responsive agent.  He kept me constantly up to date with the buyer's loan 

progress and everything else that was going on.  So rare for an agent and it made my life a lot easier.  

Thank you so much, Jason. 

 



Marcelly Q. (Buyer)  RELO 

Jason is a rock star. He made himself available on a day that he was originally booked (my only day in 

town) and was able to schedule all the properties I wanted to see last minute. What's awesome is that 

he knew about a house that wasn't even on the market yet but he knew I'd like it, and I got to see it first 

hand. Guess what? That's the house I ended up buying. Negotiations were super smooth, thanks to 

Jason's skills. I'm really happy with the deal I got. Jason is also extremely knowledgeable with company-

assisted relocations, and I should say patient as well; I've asked so many (some dumb!) questions, but 

he's always been extremely pleasant to work with. His level of service really goes above and beyond; 

he's helped me hire the inspectors, general contractors, he got my house keys for me, and even now 

after the closing of escrow he's still helping me with other contractor contacts (he's got a contact for 

everything you might need!). I'm really grateful for your service Jason, couldn't have asked for a better 

real estate broker. All the best to you.  

Jason B.  (Seller)  RELO 

Jason was honest, upfront and extremely patient with our lack of knowledge regarding the relocation 

real estate transaction. He answered every question without hesitation and maintained continual 

contact to ensure the process was always moving forward. His knowledge and experience made our 

experience successful. Jason sets the bar high for all Realtors. 

Tyler C.  (Seller)  RELO 

Jason did an awesome job helping me sell my house during relocation. He was spot on with his initial 

market analysis and even helped me decide what should be fixed up before the house went on the 

market. The house sold in days and Jason made the entire process extremely easy for me. Highly 

recommend! 

Rohan B.  (Buyer)  RELO 

Jason was absolutely fantastic to work with. Not only was he patient and responsive to all our queries 

and questions. Jason did an outstanding job in helping us find a home then guiding us through the 

process. But I am mostly impressed with his unbiased opinions and 'discretionary' effort in non property 

related matters e.g. recommending car insurance. Jason is an absolute pleasure to work with. 

Paul H.  (Seller)  RELO 

Selling a home, especially for a relocation, can be stressful and complicated. Jason helped make it 

simple. Once we decided to go with Jason for our listing, he went to work right away to help us sell our 

home quickly. The professional photographs taken helped showcase our home beautifully, and his 

marketing strategy seemed effective to drive in traffic for showings immediately. Every step of the way 

Jason was professional, courteous, and honest, but I believe what made the experience so exceptional 

was his communication. We always felt like we were in the loop whether by phone call or text. Also the 

weekly e-mails that summarized the status of our property reminded us of what was still needed of us 

or what was coming up in the timeline for the buyer. In the end, we would highly recommend him. 

Michael H.  (Buyer)  RELO 

Jason Thoele was a pleasure to work with as we purchased our home. He kept on top of communication 

as we began looking for a house across the country from where we were living. He is very 

knowledgeable in his field and thoroughly explained the process each step of the way. He is attentive 



and gives attention to detail. Great work ethic! Keeps on top of listings! He brought up good points as 

we tried to work through our decision, in addition he was perceptive to our needs. Even after we 

purchased our home he was there for us with his vast network of connections.  

Ivan B.  (Seller)  RELO 

Great job from start to finish. Our home had an offer within a couple of weeks of being listed, the final 

selling price was above what we expected and within 1% of Jason's valuation. Great communication 

throughout the whole transaction, highly recommend Jason to any future sellers. He also has a great 

photographer and all types of contacts for anything you might need during the selling process. 

Carolyn C.  (Buyer)  RELO 

Jason provided unmatched customer service during my recent home purchase. He put together a 

prospective property list that showed he listened to and understood my needs. He negotiated on my 

behalf in a timely and respectful manner and he kept me informed on every step in the process.  I'd 

recommend him to anyone who needs real estate support. 

Joe H.  (Buyer)  RELO 

We moved from Louisiana to California with no issues thanks to Jason & his team! Jason was ALWAYS 

available whether it be nights, weekends, or business hours. He accommodated us in every way and we 

are so happy in our new home. He is on the ball and blows all of the other realtors we’ve ever worked 

with out of the water. Thanks Jason for making this transition so smooth!    

Brandon H.  (Seller)  RELO 

We recently sold our home in Bakersfield, CA. Jason Thoele did an amazing job as our realtor! He was 

quick to answer any questions we had, happy to give referrals for repairman or cleaners for any work we 

wanted done, and efficient with getting all paperwork completed and submitted in a timely manner. 

Jason was always friendly and professional. I would highly recommend him to anyone looking for a 

realtor! 

Brent P.  (Buyer)  RELO 

We relocated from Houston to Bakersfield and Jason came very highly recommended, and now we know 

why.  He really went the extra mile to make sure we are taken care of.  He is available, knows the 

market and area very well, and went to bat for us on multiple occasions.  Even after our house closed, 

he was helping us out with things.  We Highly recommend Jason! 

Grady W.  (Buyer)  RELO 

Jason was my buyer's agent for a move to Bakersfield. From our very first call, he was knowledgeable 

and professional and took care to match my stated criteria with what was on the market. He was 

extremely patient as we dragged him all over the city, letting us see locations and properties firsthand 

even if they didn't fit our criteria just so we'd be able to see all the options and feel comfortable with 

our final decision. He was available by call or text or email with a fast response time throughout the day. 

His office has a great staff who helped us with the title company, home warranty, home inspection, and 

more. He was also able to provide information on different services we'd need for a new home, which is 

super helpful for someone new to the area, though we never felt pressure to go with his 

recommendations and do so simply because the folks he recommended have done a great job so far. He 



has continued reaching out and being supportive even after we closed on a home. Overall, he has made 

moving to a new city and buying a home in a short time frame a smooth and low stress experience. 

Thank you, Jason! 

Evan B.  (Seller)  RELO 

During a frustrating and mentally taxing home sale process, Jason was a constant source of reliability. I 

don’t believe our home would’ve been sold without his creativity at multiple points during the 

transaction. Even with a lengthy time on market, Jason held firm to his belief that our home was worth 

more value than the traffic and offers we received. I hold Jason in the highest regard and would 

recommend his service to anyone selling their home. He was relentless, accessible, creative, and 

courteous throughout our home sale process... all the important qualities you’re looking for in a real 

estate agent! 

Lance S.  (Seller)  RELO 

Jason was a rock during the turbulent time of selling a house while we were living out of state. He was 

knowledgeable of the area and we were able to price the house at a competitive yet profitable value. He 

kept us up to date, with immediate text messages or calls when any change occurred, as well as weekly 

update emails. While out of state, he was willing to meet with many inspectors, appraisers, contractors, 

etc. on our behalf. He was on top of the details and help the transaction go smoothly. Overall, I would 

highly recommend Jason Thoele for real estate in the Bakersfield area where our home was sold. 

Sarah S.  (Seller)  RELO 

Jason help us sell our house in Bakersfield. Great service, knows the market well and very responsive. 

We have had a few things that we needed help with since we left Bakersfield and he has gone the extra 

mile to help us out. Very impressed and would highly recommend him. 

Gabriel O.  (Seller)  RELO 

Jason. It's really been a pleasure working with you on this transaction. You came highly recommended 

and you justified why that is the case. You are very passionate in what you do, you made us comfortable 

and took away any worries from us. Your availability to us plus your prompt response to our questions 

made this whole process easy for us. Thanks again for your wonderful representation. 

Miguel M.  (Seller)  RELO 

I went from having my house sitting on the market for 3 months to selling it in less than 3 weeks AT 

ASKING PRICE after I decided to use Jason as my realtor. He was very proactive and made all the right 

calls to get my home moving. He provided me with weekly updates about showings of my home and 

other homes in the area competing in the same market. 

Julie A.  (Seller)  RELO 

Tholco Real Estate did an excellent job of selling my home and I am extremely happy with the level of 

service I received from Jason Thoele.  He was very responsive and very willing to help me out with any 

problem I was having.  Jason has excellent customer service skills and he was wonderful to work with!  It 

took awhile for my house to sell and Jason really put forth the extra effort to try and get my home sold.  

I am very happy with his work and would definitely work with him again.  Jason is a fantastic real estate 

agent! 



Jason A.  (Seller)  RELO 

Jason did an incredible job for us. He was very responsive and always accessible. I really appreciated his 

direct and objective communication style and his weekly updates kept us informed throughout the 

process. I highly recommend Jason! 

Roxanne W.  (Buyer)  RELO 

Jason was great to work with. Other than having a great personality, he was on top of and proactive 

with the various things that needed to get done from start (viewing properties) to finish (final 

walkthrough of the home and providing recommendations on various things I needed to get done 

around the house). I'd definitely work with him again whenever possible. 

Dan & Marlea H.  (Seller)  RELO 

EXCELLENT! Honest, up-front, and a professional to the end. Unfortunately, we put Jason in a tough spot 

with a very short window of opportunity to sell this home. With no hesitation Jason went to work 

immediately. Following his advice we were able to sell the house for more than we expected, and most 

importantly, on time! Jason is tireless. He's there when you need him and he is constantly keeping you 

up-dated on the status of your sale. A real professional to the end. I do not hesitate in recommending 

Jason to anyone selling their home. Thank you Jason for all your hard work in making this sale happen! 

Hands down, your the best. 

Scott S.  (Seller)  RELO 

Jason was excellent and provided timely information and updates.  He and his staff went well above and 

beyond the level of service they should have. I was away from the home during the sell and was always 

confident they were taking care of the property and the transactions. I recommend him to   anyone 

looking for great service and knowledge of the area. Thanks again! 

Calvin B.  (Seller)  RELO 

We were relocated by my husband's company earlier this year. Our relocation company gave us the 

choice between two realtors and upon meeting Jason, were immediately impressed with his knowledge, 

expertise and professionalism. He gave us a preliminary estimate of what he could sell our house for and 

at the end of the process, our house sold for that exact amount! During the entire process, we were out-

of-state and left everything up to Jason. He did not disappoint--in fact, he completely exceeded our 

expectations. He also promptly responded to any questions we had along the way and explained 

everything in language we could understand. This meant everything to us as we were first time sellers 

and were unfamiliar with the process. He couldn't have made a better choice. We highly recommend 

Jason Thoele!!! 

Ernesto C.  (Seller)  RELO 

I recently went through a job relocation and I had no idea what to expect before the process. I had 

concerns, questions, and a very small timeframe given by my company but meeting and working with 

Jason Thoele was key to a smooth, stress-free transaction. I don’t just give anyone 5 stars but Jason is 

hands down the best and commends the highest rating possible. His communication keeps you informed 

and his quick replies keep you from wondering. Jason is a very experienced and knowledgeable 

professional. I can only hope to work with him again in the future. Thanks Jason! 



Julio R.  (Seller)  RELO 

Jason was a great asset for me. He has great communication skills and attention to detail. He will also 

make sure not to leave any money on the table. I received multiple offers on my property after just one 

day of being listed. Once again, it was a pleasure working with you Jason. 

Irewole O.  (Seller)  RELO 

Jason did an awesome job in seeing us through this process. He was straight forward with his evaluation 

and concise in his recommendations. We were very please working with him. 

Brian K.  (Seller)  RELO 

Jason is one of the best realtor out there in the market!  He was very professional and patient when it 

came to listing my house.  He was very quick to respond to my calls, emails, and text messages.  I would 

recommend him to anyone looking to buy or sell a house. 

Emuobo P.  (Seller)  RELO 

Our experience with Jason was rewarding and satisfying. His knowledge of the local market and his 

adept handling of intricacies of our house sale definitely helped us through the difficulties of having to 

move out of Bakersfield at short notice. I fully recommend him to anyone looking for an excellent agent! 

Richmond C.  (Seller)  RELO 

Jason did a fantastic job in helping us sell our house. With the perfect wording description and 

professional pictures, we had lots of people interested in our house (which is super important since 

most people review homes online before going to the house). In fact, we had 4 offers on the same day 

that we listed it. I would highly recommend Jason! 

Ryan B.  (Seller)  RELO 

Jason did an excellent job during my relocation. His valuation was accurate and the house sold very 

close to that value. He was proactive in assisting with all necessary steps and made the process simple. 

Kelby T.  (Seller)  RELO 

Jason is a straight shooting Realtor. He knows the market and how best to position your house to sell. 

He was proactive in communications from the beginning to end of the selling process. Jason will not let 

you down, he’s a solid choice. 

Gail S.  (Seller)  RELO 

I relocated for work last year and I chose Jason over a competitor to sell my house because he could tell 

I wasn’t interested in a sales pitch and just told me what I needed to hear. He was very mindful of my 

time. He worked with my company’s relocation coordinator directly so I wouldn’t have to act as a go-

between. Since I moved out of the area before my house was sold, he went above and beyond to 

arrange all the services, and shipping me items that were overlooked by my moving company. The sale 

could not have gone any smoother and I would not hesitate to recommend him. 

 

 



Russel L.  (Seller)  RELO 

This man knows how to get it done. We had several viewings and an offer on our home the first week it 

went on the market. We were relocating for work and Jason is an expert when it comes to company 

assisted relocations. We are very happy with him and recommend him. 

Nick D.  (Seller)  RELO 

I have already recommended Jason to two other close friends. His availability was amazing, this really 

made the experience easy. 

Cesar T.  (Buyer)  RELO 

Moving is a stressful business, even more when you are coming back from overseas.  However, when 

you have an agent like Jason things can be a lot better.  Jason really help us out finding the ideal home, 

he was always patience with my kids and he was always willing to re-visit and gave us honest opinions 

about all the houses that we looked at.  I will refer Jason and Tholco Real Estate in a heart bit. I still 

calling him asking for suggestions and services referrals. 

Nadpon P.  (Buyer)  RELO 

Jason has been instrumental in helping me find and close on my house within 30 days. I had very little 

time to relocate to Bakersfield and Jason has help me through the process with ease. He is very 

knowledgeable, professional, responsive, prompt and thorough – which help to ensure closing process is 

progressing without any issue. I would highly recommend Jason to my family, friends and co-workers in 

the future. 

Jose A.  (Buyer)  RELO 

Jason is very knowledgeable about the Bakersfield area and he was very responsive throughout the 

purchase process. He accommodated his schedule to our visits and he make sure we moved swiftly all 

the way to closing. 

Viktor B.  (Buyer)  RELO 

Jason was on top of the paperwork throughout the process and pushed the selling agent to act in a 

timely manner. Thanks Jason. 

Miguel S.  (Seller)  RELO 

Jason was superb in selling our house and made the process as streamlined as I could expect.  His 

valuation of the property was on point as we received a full listing offer in less than 24 hours after listing 

the house.  We were able to close and get through everything relatively pain free and for sure I’d use 

Jason for any future real estate needs in the Bakersfield Area. 

Colby R.  (Seller)  RELO 

Jason was an outstanding partner to have in the sale of our home. He provided honest feedback 

throughout the entire process and was confident with his suggested list price. We believe he sold our 

home for top dollar in a very short window of time for our corporate relocation. I would highly 

recommend Jason Thoele for any real estate transactions. 


